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How To Fix It: 
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112. 8assband Infrared Physical Layer Specification 

12.1. Introduction 

This section describes the physical layer for the BaseeaM Infrared system. The BaseeaHt! IR PHY uses 
near-visible light in the 850 nanometer to 950 nanometer range for signaling. This is similar to the 
spectral usage of both common consumer devices such as infrared remote controls, as well as other data 
communications equipment such as IrDA (Infrared Data Association) devices. 

However, unlike many other infrared devices the Baseell:ft6 IR PHY is not directed. That is, the receiver 
and transmitter do not have to be aimed at each other and do not need a clear line-of-sight. This pennits 
the construction of a true LAN system, whereas with an aimed system, it would be difficult or impossible 
to install a LAN because of physical constraints. 

A pair of confonnant BaseeaB€I Infrared devices would be able to communicate in a typical environment 
at a range up to about ten meters. The standard allows confonnant devices to have more sensitive 
receivers, and this may increase range up to about twenty meters. 

The Basebaad Infrared PHY relies on both reflected infrared energy as well as line-<>f-sight infrared 
energy for communications. Most designs anticipate that ALL of the energy at the receiver is reflected 
energy. This reliance on reflected infrared energy is called "Diffuse Infrared" transmission. 

The standard specifies the transmitter and receiver in such a way to ensure ffistH:e-that a confonnant 
design will operate well in most environments where there is no line-of-sight path from the transmitter to 
the receiver. However, in an environment which has few or no reflecting surfaces, and where there is no 
line-of-sight, ~effoffiilmee of a Baseeaa6 Infrared PHY system may suffer reduced range. 

The Infrared PRY will operate only in indoor environments. Infrared radiation does not pass through 
walls, and is significantly attenuated passing through most exterior windows. This characteristic can be 
used to "contain" a BaSe6aBd Infrared PHY in a single physical room, like a classroom or conference 
room. Different LANs using the Base6aad Infrared PHY can operate in adjacent rooms separated only 
by a wall without interference, and without the possibility of eavesdropping. 

At the time of this standard's preparation, the only known regulatory standards which apply to the use of 
infrared radiation are safety regulations, such as lEe 825-1 and ANSI Z - 136.1. While a conformant 
Bftse6!tflcl Infrared PHY device can be designed in a way to also comply with these safety standards, 
conformance with this standard does not ensure ift5tH:e conformance with other standards. 

Worldwide, there are currently no frequency allocation or bandwidth allocation regulatory restrictions on 
infrared emissions. 

Emitter (typically LED) and detector (typically Pin-Diode) devices for infrared communications are 
relatively inexpensive at the infrared wavelengths specified in the Baseblffi€l Infrared PRY, and at the 
electrical operating frequencies required by this PRY. 

While many other devices in common use also use infrared emissions in the same optical band, these 
devices usually transmit infrared intermittently and do not interfere with the proper operation of a 
compliant Bftse6lffid Infrared PHY. If such a device does interfere, by transmitting continuously and 
with a very strong signal, it can be physically isolated (placing it in a different room is 1:ts1:tally s1:tffieieBt) 
from the 802.11 LAN. 
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12.1.1. Scope 

This section des<.:rihes the physical layer services provided to 9y the 802.11 wireless LAN MAC 
by fuf the Bltliet'lIlHa Infrared (IR) system. The Baset'lllna IR PHY layer consists of two protocol 
functions as follows: 

a) A physical layer convergence function which adapts the capabilities of the 
physical medium dependent system into the Physical Layer service. This 
function is supported by the Physical Layer Convergence Procedure (PLCP) 
which defines a method of mapping the 802.11 MAC layer Protocol Data Units 
(MPDU) into a framing format suitable for sending and receiving user data and 
management information between two or more stations Hedes using the associated 
physical medium dependent system. 

b) A Physical Medium Dependent (PM D) system whose function defines the 
characteristics of, and method of transmitting and receiving data via wireless 
media between two or more stations Bedes. 

Each physical medium dependent sublayer for the Baseband IR PMD may require the definition 
of a unique PLCP. If the PMD sublayer already provides the defined Physical Layer services, 
the physical layer convergence function may might be null. 

12.1.2. 8asebaAS IR Physical Layer Functions 

The BasebaB<i IR physical layer contains three functional entities: the physical medium 
dependent function, the physical layer convergence function, and the layer management 
function. Each of these functions is described in detail in the following subsections. 

The Baseb8:ftd IR Physical Layer service is provided to the Media Access Control entity at the 
node through a Service Access Point (SAP) as described in Section 8, Physical Service 
Specification. For a visual guide to the relationship of the BasebaHd IR Physical Layer to the 
remainder of a system, refer to figure 2-11, Portion of the ISO Basic Reference Model Covered 
in this Standard. 

12.1.2.1. Physical Layer Convergence Procedure Sublayer 

In order to allow the 802. 11 MAC to operate with minimum dependence on the PMD sublayer, 
a physical layer convergence sublayer is defined. This function simplifies the physical layer 
service interface to the 802.11 MAC services. The PHY specific preamble is normally 
associated with this convergence layer. 

12.1.2.2. Physical Medium Dependent Sublayer 

The physical medium dependent sublayer provides a clear channel assessment mechanism, 
transmission mechanism and reception mechanism which are used by the MAC via the PLCP to 
send or receive data between two or more stations oodes. 

12.1.2.3. Physical Layer Management Entity (LME) 

The Physical LME perfonns management of the local Physical Layer Functions in conjunction 
with the MAC Management entity. 

+2-:-t*-De1iAitioAs 

This seetioR dehRes the ~emlS I:Ised-ffi.this staRE:laffi. Words iR ittlHes iRdicate ~efB1S tflat are 
GehRed elsewhere iR the lists of defiHitioftS 
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12.1.5.Service Specification Method and Notation 

The models represented by figures and state diagrams are intended as the illustrations of 
functions provided , It is important to distinguish between a model and a real implementation. 
The models are optimized for simplicity and clarity of presentation, the actual method of 
implementation is left to the discretion of the 802.11 Baseeasti IR PHY compliant developer. 
Conformance to the standard is not dependent on following the model, and an implementation 
which follows the model closely may not be conformant. 

The service of layer or sublayer is a set of capabilities that it offers to a user in the next higher 
layer (or sublayer) . Abstract services are specified here by describing the service primitives and 
parameters that characterize each service. This definition is independent of any particular 
implementation. In particular, the PHY _SAP operations are defined and described as 
instantaneous, however, this may be difficult to achieve in an implementation. 
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12.2. 8aseband-IR Physical Layer Convergence Procedure Sublayer 

While the Physical Layer Convergence Procedure (PLCP) suhlayer and the Physkal Medium Dependent 
(PM D) suhlayer are described separately, the separation and distinction hetween these suhlayers is 
artificial, and is 1lot meant to imply that the implementation must separate these functions. This 
distinction is made primarily to provide a point of reference from which to descrihe certain functional 
components and aspects of the PMD. The functions of the Physical Layer Convergence Procedure can be 
subsumed by a Physical Medium Dependent sublayer: In this case, the PMD will incorporate the 
PHY _SAP as it's interface, and will not offer a PMD _SAP. 

12.2.1.lntroduction 

This section provides a convergence procedure in which MPDUs are converted to and from 
PDUs. During transmission, the MPDU (PSDU) is prepended Itflfleftded with a PLCP Preamble 
and PLCP Header to create the PD U. At the receiver, the PLCP Preamble is processed and the 
internal data fields are processed to aid in demodulation and delivery of the MPDU (PSDU). 

12.2.2. Physical Layer Convergence Procedure Frame Format 

Figure 12-1 shows the format for the PDU including the PLCP Preamble, the PLCP Header and 
tbe PSDU MPOO. The PLCP Preamble contains the following fields: Synchronization (SYNC) 
and Start Frame Delimiter (SFD). The PLCP Header contains the following fields: Data Rate 
(DR), DC Level Adjustment (DCLA), Length (LENGTH) and CRC. Each of these fields will 
be described in detail in section 12.2.4. 

PLCP Preamble II P[CP Heaoer 

i I [ SYNC II SFD II DR II DCLA I I LENGTH II CRC 
PSDU 

57-73 slots 4 slots 3 slots 32 slots 16 bits 16 bits variable number of octets 

Figure 12-1: PDU PkCP Frame Format 

12.2.3. PLCP Modulation and Rate Change 

The PLCP Preamble shall be transmitted using the basic pulse defined in section 12.3.3.2. The 
PSDU MPOO, LENGTH and CRC fields are transmitted using Pulse Position Modulation 
(PPM). PPM maps bits in the octet weffitrinto symbols: a 16-PPM maps four bits into a 16 
position symbol, and 4-PPM maps two bits into a 4 position symbol. word 'It'ith H: bits is Biltflfled 
iRto one of the L 2ft I*lsitioftS of a symbol (L PPM). The basic L-PPM time unit is the slot. A 
slot corresponds to one of the L positions of a symbol and has a 250 ns duration. The PSDU 
~, LENGTH and CRC fields are transmitted in one of two bit rates: 1 Mbps and 2 Mbps. 
The Data Rate field indicates the data rate which will be used to transmit the PSDU MPOO, 
LENGTH and CRC fields. The 1 MBPS data rate uses 16-PPM (Basic Access Rate) and the 2 
MBPS data rate uses 4-PPM (Enhanced Access Rate). The transmitter and receiver will initiate 
the modulation or demodulation indicated by the DR field starting with the first 4 bits in 16-
PPM or 2 bits in 4-PPM of the LENGTH field. The PSDU MPDU transmission rate is set by 
the RATE parameter in PHY_DATA.request primitive specifying START-OF-ACTIVITY. Any 
confonnant Basebaoo IR PHY shall be capable of receiving at 1 MBPS and 2 MBPS. 
Transmission at 2 MBPS is optional. 

A PHY_DATA.request which specifies a data rate which is not supported by an PHY instance 
will cause the PHY to indicate an error to it's MAC instance. A PHY is not permitted in any 
circumstance to transmit at a different rate than the requested rate. 
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12.2.4. PLCP Field Definitions 

12.2.4.1. PLCP Synchronization (SYNC) 

The SYNC field consists of a sequence of alternated presence and absence of a pulse in 
consecutive slots. The SYNC field has a minimum length of 57 L-PPM slots and a maximum 
length of 73 L-PPM slots and shall temlillate with the absence of a puL~e in the last aR eRlflty 
slot. This field is provided so that the receiver can perform clock recovery (slot 
synchronization), automatic gain control (optional), signal-to-noise ratio estimation (optional) 
and diversity selection (optional). 

The SYNC field is not modulated using L-PPM, but instead consists of transitions in L-PPM 
slots which would otherwise constitute an illegal symbol. 

12.2.4.2. PLCP Start Frame Delimiter (SFD) 

The SFD field length is 4 L-PPM slots and consists of the binary sequence 1001, where 1 
indicates a pulse in the L-PPM slot and 0 indicates no puL~e in the L-PPM slot. The left most 
bit shall be is transmitted first. The SFD field is provided to indicate the start of the PLCP 
Preanlble and to perform bit and symbol synchronization. 

The SFD field is not modulated using L-PPM, but instead consists of transitions in L-PPM slots 
which would otherwise constitute an illegal symbol. 

12.2.4.3. PLCP Data Rate (DR) 

The DR field indicates to the PHY the data rate that shall whieh ·,yill be used for the 
transmission or reception of the PSDU MPOO, LENGTH and CRC fields. The transmitted 
value shall be is provided by the PHY _ DATA. request primitive specifying 
START _ OF_ACTIVITY as described in section 8. The DR field has a length of 3 L-PPM slots. 
The left most bit, as shown below, shall be is transmitted first. The Basebaoo IR Infrared PHY 
currently supports two data rates defined by the slot pattern follO'Nfag shown for the three L
PPM slots following the SFD, where 1 indicates a pulse in the L-PPM slot and 0 indicates no 
pulse in the L-PPM slot. biBftfy 'J;'offis: 

1 MBPS: 000 
2 MBPS: 001 

The DR field is not modulated using L-PPM, but instead consists of transitions in L-PPM slots 
which would otherwise constitute an illegal symbol. 

This field alle'Ns fer the fuadFe introdl:letiOfi. ef Ii maximom-ef 8 different deta retes. 

12.2.4.4. PLCP DC Level Adjustment (DCLA ) 

The DCLA field is required to allow the receiver to stabilize the DC level after the SYNC , 
SFD and DR fields. The left most bit, as shown below, shall be is transmitted first. The length 
of the DCLA field is 32 L-PPM slots and consists of the contents shown, where 1 indicates a 
pulse in the L-PPM slot and 0 indicates no pulse in the L-PPM slot bioory "'lords: 

1 MBPS: 
2 MBPS: 

00000000100000000000000010000000 
00100010001000100010001000100010 

The DCLA field is not modulated using L-PPM, but instead consists of transitions in L-PPM 
slots which would otherwise constitute an illegal symbol. 
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12.2.4.5. PLCP LENGTH 

Tht: LENGTH field is an unsigned 16 hit illtt:ger which indicates the numher of octets 10 he 
transmitted in the PSDU. The transmitted value shall be ft! provided hy the PHY _ DAT A. reqUt:sl 
primitive specifying Start_or_Activity as descrihed in section 8. The LSB (least signiticant hit) 
shall be transmitted first in time. This tield is modulated and sent in L-PPM fomlat. This field 
is protected by the CRCI6 Fmmt:: Chec\( Setttlenee described in the next section. 

12.2.4.6. PLCP CRC 

TIle LENGTH field shall be protected by a 16-bit CRC-CCI1TCCITI CRCI6 FCS (Frame 
Clleel( Set):\:Ienee). The CRC-CCI1T CRC 16 FCS is the ones compliment of the remainder 
generated by the modulo ftl66We 2 division of the LENGTH field by the polynomial: 

x16+x12+x5+1 

The protected bits will be processed in transmit order. The LSB (least significant bit) of the 16-
bit CRC-CCI1T shall be transmitted first in time. This field shall be is modulated and sent in L
PPM format. All CRC-CC1TT ltS-calculations shall be made prior to L-PPM encoding on 
transmission and after L-PPM decoding on reception. 

12.2.4.7. PSDU MPOU Field 

This field is composed of a variable number of octets. The minimum is 0 (zero) and the maximum is 
2500. The LSB (least significant bit) of each octet shall be transmitted first in time. All the octets of 
tbis field shall be are nwdulated and sent in L-PPM format. 

12.2.5. PLCP Procedures 

12.2.5.1. PLCP Transmit Procedure 

All conmlands issued by the MAC require PHY_DATA.confirm primitives to be issued by the PHY. The 
PHY _DATA. confirm primitives provide flow control between the MAC and the PHY. 

The steps below are the transmit procedure: 

a) Based on the status of CCA the MAC will determine if the channel is clear. 
b) If the channel is clear, transmission of the PSDUMPOO is initiated by a 

PHY_DATA.request class=Start_oLActivity Start_sCData withDATAparameters 
LENGTH and RATE. 

c) The PHY entity will immediately initiate transmission of the PLCP preamble and PLCP 
header based on the LENGTH and RATE parameters passed in the PHY _DATA.request 
c1ass=Start_oLActivity Staft=.eCData. Once the PLCP preamble and PLCP header 
transmission is completed the PHY entity issues a PHY_DATA.conf1nn. 

d) Each octet o/the PSDU is passed.from Data is t:ReB exchanged eetweeB the MAC to aaa 
the PHY by a series ofPHY _DATA.request cIass=DATA. Each PHY_DATA.request must 
be answered by the PHY with a PHY _DATA.conf"rrm before the next request is made. 

e) At the PHY layer each PSDU octet is divided into symbols (2 or 4 bits). The symbols are 
modulated using L-PPM and transmitted into the medium. 

f) Transmission is terminated by the MAC through the primitive PHY_DATA.request 
class=End_of_Data_and_Activity. The PHY indicates the end of the transmission with a 
PHY_DATA.Confinn. 

12.2.5.2. PLCP Receive Procedure 

The steps below are the receive procedure: 

a) CCA is provided to the MAC via the PHY _DATA.indicate c1ass=Start_of_Activity and the 
PHY _DATA.Indicate c1ass=End_oCActivity. When PHY senses activity on the medium it 

-
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indicates that the medium is busy with a Pf(}"_pATA.lndicate class=Start_ oLActivity. This 
will norma/~y occur during the SYNC field of the PLCP preamble. I Reseptisn is iRitiate~ 
13ya PHY DATA.lR~ieate slass StaR sf AstiYity iR€lisatiAg that the me~iHRl is \:lHS~'. 
This will seSHr ~HriRg ilie SYJ!IJC field sf(,he PbGP prealllble. 

b) The PHY entity will then begin searching for the SFD field. Once the SFD field is detected 
the PHY entity will receive the PLCP header. After receiving the DR and DCLA fields the 
CRC processing is initiated and LENGTH field is received. TIle change indicated in the 
DR field is initiated with the first symbol of the LENGTH field. The CRC-CCf1T eRG Ie 
FGS-will be processed. 

c) If the CRC-CCfTT CRCIG FCS check fails or no match is found for DR field then NO 
PHY _DAT A Indicate class=Start_ of _Data will be issued. When the medium is again 
free, the PHY will issue PHY _DATA.Indicate class=End_of_Activity. 

d) If the PLCP preamble and PLCP header reception is successful, the PHY sends a 
PHY _DATA Indicate cIass=Start_oLData Start Of Data, including the parameters RATE 
and LENGTH. 
A PHY must guarantee that the length reported to it's MAC in the RXVECTOR of 
PHY_DATA.lndicate class=Start_oLData is equal to the length sent from the peer AlAC to 
the peer PHYentity in the TXVECTOR ofPHY_DATA.request class=Start_oLData. 

e) The received PSDUMPDU L-PPM symbols are assembled into octets and presented to the 
MAC using a series of PHY _DAT A Indicate class=DAT A. The PHY proceeds with 
PSDUMPDU reception. 

f) Reception is tenninated after the reception of the final symbol of the last P SD U MPOO 
octet indicated by the PLCP header LENGTH field. After the PHY _DATA.Indicate 
class=Data for that octet is issued, the PHY will issue PHY _DATA Indicate 
class=End of Data. 

g) After the PHY _DAT A Indicate class=End_of_Data, when the medium is no longer busy, 
the PHY will issue PHY _ D AT A Indicate class=End _ oC Activity. 

12.2.5.3. CCA Procedure 

CCA is provided to the MAC via the PHY_DATA.Indicate class=Starl_of_Activity and the 
PHY _ D AT A Indicate class = End _ oC Activity 

The steps below are the CCA procedure: 

a) When the PHY senses activity on the medium a PHY _DAT A Indicate 
class=Start_of_Activity is issued. This will nonnally occur during the SYNC field of the 
PLCP preamble. 

b) When the PHY senses the medium is free, a PHY_DATAIndicate class=End_oCActivity 
is issued. 

c) At any time, the MAC may issue a PHY _DAT Arequest class=End_oCActivity, which will 
reset the PHY's internal CCA detection mechanism to the medium not busy (free) state. 
The PHY _DAT Aconfmn to this request shall indicate that the PHY now believes the 
medium is free. 
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12.3. 8aS9band IR Physical Medium Dependent Sublayer 

The BIt:le~Rlltl IR Physical Medium Dt!pendent Sublayer does not detine PMD Service Acct!ss 
Primitives. The mechanism for communications between the PLCP and PM 0 sublayers. as 
well as the distinction between these two suhlayers. if any, are left to the implementors. In 
particular, it is possihle to design and implement in a confonnant way a single sublayer which 
suhsumes the functions of both the PLCP and PMD, presenting only the PHY _SAP. 

12.3.1.lntroduction 

This section descrihes the PMD functional, electrical, and optical characteristics required for 
interoperability of implementations confonning to this specification. The relationship of this 
specification to the entire BItSe~aRtI IR PHY Layer is shown in figure 2-11 in section 2.9 
Reference Model. ~ 

MAC 
LAYER MAC or MAC SUB LAYER 

BASEBANDIR 
PLCPSUBLAYER 

PHY 

PHY 
LAYER 

MANAGEMENT 
LAYER ENTITY 

BASEBAND IR 
PMD SUB LAYER 

Figure 12 2: PMD layer RefereRG8 Model 

The Bllseband IR Ph),sicRJ Medium DepeeElent Sublilyer (lf8\'ides Ifte aaffia! JB:e8B5 by wIHel:! 
data is traesmitted Sf received Hefti the ffteaia. 

12.3.2. PMD Operating Specifications General 

The following sections provide general specifications for the Bas~aBd IR Physical Medium 
Dependent sublayer. These specifications apply to both the receive and transmit functions and 
general operation of a compliant Bas~1lfttl IR PHY. 

12.3.2.1. Modulation and Channel Data Rates 

Two modulation formats and data rates are specified for the Bas~R:BtI IR PHY: a Basic Access 
Rate and an Enhanced Access Rate. The Basic Access Rate is based on 1 MBPS 16-PPM 
modulation. The 16-PPM encoding is specified in Table 12-1. Each group of 4 data bits is 
mapped in one of 16-PPM symbols. The Enhanced Access Rate is based on 2 MBPS 4-PPM. 
The 4-PPM encoding is specified in Table 12-2. Each group of 2 data bits is mapped into one of 
4-PPM symbols. Transmission into the medium is from left to right, as shown below. 

The data in these tables has been arranged (gray coded) so that a single out-of-position-by-one 
error in the medium, caused, for example, by intersymbol interference, results in only a single 
bit error in the received data, rather than a multiple bit error. 
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Data 16-PPM Symbol 
0000 0000000000000001 
0001 0000000000000010 
0011 0000000000000100 
0010 0000000000001000 
0110 0000000000010000 
0111 0000000000100000 
0101 0000000001000000 
0100 0000000010000000 
1100 0000000100000000 
1101 0000001000000000 
1111 0000010000000000 
1110 0000100000000000 
1010 0001000000000000 
1011 0010000000000000 
1001 0100000000000000 
1000 1000000000000000 

Table 12-1: MBPS is-PPM BaSIC Rate Mappmg 

Data 4-PPM Symbol 
00 0001 
01 0010 
11 0100 
10 1000 

Table 12-2: MBPS 4-PPM Enhanced Rate Mappmg 

12.3.2.2. Octet Partition and PPM symbol generation procedure 

Since PPM is a block modulation method, with the block size less than a full octet, octets have to be 
partitioned prior to modulation (mapping into PPM symbols). 

Octet partition depends on the PPM order being used. 

Assume an octet is formed by eight bits numbered 76 5 4 3 2 1 0 0 1 '2 3 4 5 6 7, where bit 0 is the LSB 
(least significant bit) . Partition the octet as follows: 

For 16-PPM, create two PPM symbols: 
the symbol using bits 3 2 I 0 ~ transmitted onto the medium first 
the symbol using bits 7 65 4 ~ transmitted onto the medium last 

For 4-PPM, create four PPM symbols: 
the symbol using bits 1 0 Q-1. transmitted onto the medium first 
the symbol using bits 3 2 H transmitted onto the medium second 
the symbol using bits 5 4 ~ transmitted onto the medium third 
the symbol using bits 7 6 fr:I. transmitted onto the medium last 

12.3.2.3. Operating Environment 

The Infrared PHY will operate only in indoor environments. Infrared PHY interfaces can not be exposed 
to direct sun light. The Infrared PHY relies on reflected infrared energy and does not require a line-of
sight between emitter and receiver in order to work properly. The range and bit-error-rate of the system 
may vary with the geometry of the environment and with the natural and artificial illumination 
conditions. 
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12.3.2.4. Operating Temperature Range 

17le temperature range j()r full operation compliance with the Infrared PHY is specified as 0 to 40 
degrees centigrade. 

12.3.3. PMD Transmit Specifications 

The following sections describe the transmit functions and parameters associated with the 
Physical Medium Dependent sublayer. 

12.3.3.1. Transmitted Peak Optical Power 

TIle peak optical power of an emitted pulse shall be 2 W ± 20% averaged over the pulse width . 

12.3.3.2. Basic Pulse Shape and Parameters 

The basic pulse width measured between the 50 % amplitude points, shall be 250 ns ± 10 ns. 
The pulse rise time, measured between the 10% and 90% amplitude points, shall be lower than 
or equal to 40 ns. TIle pulse fall time, measured between the 10% and 90% amplitude points, 
shall be lower than or equal to 40 ns. The edge f*tlse jitter, detined as the absolute deviation in 
time of the edge f*tlse from its correct position, shall be lower than or equal to IOns. 

12.3.3.3. 

~~~-- - ------- ------------- -----------

, , t 

50% , , ------- --- -,--------------1- --------
I t I 

I I 
I I 
I I 
, I 

10% t I I I -------- -.--r-------------,--,-- -----
I I 1 I I 
I I I I 

<= 40n5 --------114 " r ---", I 14---- <; 40ns 
, I I 

I , 
_250no +-10n. --to< 

h.I Jitter +- 10ns ~Jitter +- 10ns 

Figure 12-3: Basic Pulse Shape 

Emitter Radiation Pattern Mask 

The emitter radiation pattern mask is defined in table 12-3. Position the conformant device in its 
recommended attitude. Define the conformant device axis as the axis passing through the emitter 
center and having the direction of the vertical from the floor. The mask represents the irradiance 
normalized to the total peak Ilverllge emittt:d power, as a function of the angle between the 
conformant device axis and the axis from the emitter center to the test receiver center 
(declination angle). The distance between emitter and test receiver is 1 meter. The test receiver 
normal is always aimed at the emitter center. The azimuth angle is a rotation angle on the 
cOllformant device axis. 
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DECLINATlON ANGLE NORMALIZED IRRADIANCE 

a::; 60 0 > 3.Se-6 
a ::;29 0 ::; 2 .2e-S 

29 0 < a ::; 43 0 ::; -1.06e-4 + (0.44e-S) a 
43 0 < a ::; 57 0 ::; 1.15e-4 - (7.1e-7) a 
57 0 < a ::; 74 0 ::; 2.98e-4 - (3. ge-6) a 
74 0 < a::; 90 0 ::; 4.05e-S - (4.Se-7) a 

. . -Table 12-3: Definition of the Emitter Radiation Pattern Mask 

A device is confonnant if for any azimuth angle its radiation pattern as a function of declination angle 
falls within the pattern mask. 

1.00E-04 

a.OOE·OS 

6.00E·OS 

4.00E-OS 

2.00E·OS 

Nonnalized Irradiance, W/cmll.2 

. , 
, , 
. , 

, 
I 

• 
I 

, , 
\ , 
, . 

\ , 
\ 

O.OOE+{){) .I==+===+=:::::;:~:::::j:===+=~,---+--="'~' '~'...:.c-'--l 

o ~ ~ g ~ g g g ~ ~ 
Emitting Angle, Degrees 

_____ _ • M:lximum 

_ __ Mnimum 

Figure 12-4: Emitter radiation pattern mask. 

Other radiation patterns may be added at a later time. 

12.3.3.4. Optical Emitter Peak Wavelength 

The optical emitter peak wavelength shall be between 850 and 950 nm. 

12.3.3.5. Transmit Spectrum Mask 

Define the transmit spectrum of a transmitter as the Fourier Transform, or equivalent, of a 
voltage (or current) signal whose amplitude, as a function of time, is proportional to the 
transmitted optical power. 
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Tht transmit spectlllm of a conformanl transmittt!r shall bt! 20 dB below its maximulll for all 
frequencies at~ovt! IS M Hz. The transmit spt!ctrum mask is shown in tigure 12-S. 

o dB 

20 dB 

o MHz 15 MHz 

Figure 12-5: Transmit spectrum mask. 

12.3.4. PMD Receiver Specifications 

The following sections describe the receive functions and parameters associated with the 
Physical Medium Dependent subJayer. 

12.3.4.1. Receiver Sensitivity 

The Receiver Sensitivity defined as the minimum irradiance (in mW/cm2) at the photodetector 
plane required for a FER (Frame Error Rate) of 4xlO-S with an PSDU MPDU of S12 octets and 
with an un modulated background IR source between 800 nm and 1000 nm with a level of 0.1 
mW/cm2 , shall be: 

1 MBPS: 2.xlO-5mW/cm2 

2 MBPS: 8.x10-5mW/cm2 

12.3.4.2. Receiver Dynamic Range 

The receiver dynamic range, defined as the ratio between the maximum and minimum irradiance 
at the plane normal to the receiver axis that assures a FER lower than or equal to 4x 10-5 with an 
PSDU MPDU of 512 octets and with an unmodulated background IR source between 800 run 
and 1000 run with a level of 0.1 mW/cm2 , shall be greater or equal to 30 dB. 
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12.3.4.3. Receiver Field-of-View (FOV) 

Detine the receiver axis as the direction of incidence of the optical signal at whidl the re\.:eived optical 
power is maximum. 

The received optical power shall be greater than the values given in the table be/ow. at the angles 
indicated, where "Angle of Incidence H is the angle of incidence of the optical sigllal relative to the 
receiver axis, and "Received Power" is the received optical power as a percentage of that measured at 
the receiver axis. 

ANGLE OF INCIDENCE RECEIVED POWER 

a. :s; 20° ~ 65% 
a. :s; 40° ~ 55% 
a. :s; 60° ~35% 

a. :s; 80° ~ 10% .. Table 12-4: Defimtlon of the Receiver Field Of View 

Pe€i l~e !:he reeei\'er Fa'! 85 t'n'ice the angle l:ueOStlfed between the reeei\'er IUlis ll:lld lbe di r=eetioB: of 
iJ:lcidenee at '.'Ih1Ch the received optical power is 50 % of Ille reeeh'ed optical power Of! the receiver ax is. 
For incidefll angles smaller lba\l Jmlf tHe Fa". the reee i'red optical power shol:l ld iH ..... ays ee higher lilfUl 
50 % of the received flower Oft lile receiver ftxis. 

The receiver FOV of a confofftlaftt recei't'er shall be greater tHSft or eEtUal to 90 0 

12.3.5. Clear Channel Assessment, Carrier Detect and Energy Detect Definitions 

12.3.5.1. Clear Channel Assessment 

Clear Channel Assessment (CCA) shall wtH-be asserted "CLEAR" by the PHY when the Carrier Detect 
Signal (CS) and the Energy Detect Signal (ED) are both false, or when ED has been continuously 
asserted for a period of time defined by the product of CCA _WATCHDOG_TIMER and 
CCA _WATCHDOG_COUNT without CS becoming active. When either CS or ED go true, CCA is 
indicated as "BUSY" to the MAC via the primitive PHY_DATA.Indicate cIass=Start_of_Activity . 

Normally, CCA will be held "BUSY" throughout the period of the PLCP Header. After receiving the last 
PLCP bit and the fIrst data octet, the PHY shall wHl-signal PHY _DAT A Indicate class=Start_of_DATA 
with the parameters LENGTH and RATE. CCA shall will-be held "BUSY" until the number of octets 
specified in the decoded PLCP Header are received. At that time the PHY shall wiH-signal 
PHY_DATAIndicate class=End_oCData. The CCA may remain "BUSY" after the end of data ifsome 
form of energy is still being detected. The PHYwill signal PHypATA.lndicate closs=End_oLActivity 
only when the CCA goes "CLEAR". If eCA remaifts "~USY", iftaieatiBg same foFHl af the PRY will 
sigaal PlIY _DATA.lBaieate slass Bftd_afjzetiJj'ity allly wileR CCA gaes "CLEAR". 

The transition of CCA from "BUSY" to "CLEAR" is indicated to the MAC via the primitive 
PHY_DATAIndicate, cIass=End_oCActivity. 

If CS and ED go false before the PHY signals PHY_DATAIndicate class=DATA, CCA is set to 
"CLEAR" and immediately signaled to the MAC via PHY _OAT A Indicate class=End _ oC Activity. If CS 
and ED go false after the PHY has signaled PHY_DATA.Indicate class=DATA implying that the PLCP 
Header has been properly decoded, then the PHY shall wHl-not signal a change in state of CCA until the 
proper interval has passed for the number of bytes indicated by the received PLCP LENGTH. At that 
time, the PHY shall wtH-signal PHY_DATAindicate cIass=End_of_Data. followed by 
PHY _ D AT A.indicate cIass= End _ oC Activity. 

The transition of CCA from "CLEAR" to "BUSY" resets the timer and counter associated with 
CCA_ W ATCHDOG_ TIMER and CCA_ W ATCHDOG_ COUNT, respectively. 
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CCA_ WATCHDOG_TIMER and CCA_ WATCHDOG_COUNT arc parameters available via MIIJ table 
entrics and can be read and set via the LME. 

Rise and fall times of CCA rclati\·c to the OR 'ing of the CS and ED signals shall wm-bc less thall 10 
nanoseconds. CS and ED arc both internal signals to the PHY and arc not available directly to the MAC, 
nor are they defined at any exposed intetface. 

12.3.5.2. Carrier Detect Signal 

The Carrier Detect Signal (CS) is asserted by the PHY when it detects and locks on to an incoming 
PLCP Preamble signal. This signal is not directly available to the MAC. Confornling PHY are required 
to assert this condition within the first 12 microseconds of signal reception, at the minimum ft-signal level 
equal to the receiver sensitivity specified in 12.3.3.7 "Receiver Sensitivity", with a background IR level 
as specified in 12.3.3.7 "Receiver Sensitivity". 

The Canier Detect Signal (CS) is de-asserted by the PHY when the receiving confonnant device loses 
canier lock. 

Note that the 12 microseconds specification is somewhat less than the minimum length of PLCP SYNC 
interval which is 14.25 usec. 

The Carrier Detect Signal (CS) shall operate independently of Energy Detect (ED) and shall not require 
a prior ED before the acquisition and assertion ofCS. This permits reception of signals at the minimum 
signal level specified in 12.3.3.7 "Receiver Sensitivity", even though these signalsjall below the ED 
level. 

This signal is not directly available to the MAC. 

12.3.5.3. Energy Detect 

The Energy Detection Signal (ED) is set true when IR energy variations in the band between 1 MHz and 
10 MHz exceed 0.001 ruW/cru2 . 

The Energy Detect (ED) shall operate independently of Carrier Detect Signal(CS). ED shall not be 
asserted at the minimum signal level specified in 12.3.3.7 "Receiver Sensitivity ", which is below the level 
specified here .. 

This signal is not directly available to the MAC. 
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12.4. PHY Managed Objects 

PHY Managed ohjects have default values, or allowed values which are PHY dependent. This section 
describes those values, and further specities whether they are permitted to vary from implementation to 
implementation. 

This section does not provide the definition of the MIB objects, but only provides the Infrared PHY -
specific values for the M IB Objects whose definitions and ASN.I are in Section 9 of this Standard. 

PHY MIB Object Default Value 

aCCA_Rise_ Time 5 usec 

aCCA1all_ Time I usec 

aRxTx_ Tumaround_ Time o usec 

aRx ]ropagation _Delay 1.5 usec 

aTx ]ropagation _Delay 3.5 usec 

aPLCP_Time 60 usec I mbps 
40 usec 2mbps 

aPHY _SAP_Delay 13.6 usec Imbps 
9.6 usec 2mbps 

aCCA_ Watchdog_Timer_Max implementation 
dependent 

aCCA_ Watchdog_Count_Max implementation 
dependent 

aCCA _ Watchdog_Timer _ Min 22 j.lS. 

aCCA_ WatchdoLCount_Min I 

aChannel_Transit_Delay lOO~nsec 

aChannel_Transit_ Variance lOO~nsec 

aPSDU Maximum 2500 octets 

aPSDU_Minimum o octets 

aPSDU _Current_Maximum aPSDU Maximu 
m 
hR~1 emeRtatieft 
d6}'leftdeat 

aSupported _ Tx _Rates implementation 
dependent 
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Operational 
Semantics 

Static 

Static 

Static 

Static 

Static 

Static 

Static 

Dynamic 

Dynamic 

Static 

Static 

Static 

Static 

Static 

Static 

Static 
DYRamie 

Static 

Operational Behavior 

Identical for all 
confomlant PHY 
Identical for all 
conformant PHY 
Identical for all 
conformant PHY 
Identical for all 
conformant PHY 
Identical for all 
confomlant PHY 
Identical for all 
conformant PHY 
Identical for all 
conformant PHY 
A conform ant PHY 
may set this via the 
LlvlE 
A conformant PHY 
may set this via the 
LME 
Identical for all 
conformant PHY 
Identical for all 
conformant PHY 
Identical for all 
conformant PHY 
Identical for all 
conformant PHY 
Identical for all 
conformant PHY 
Identical for all 
conformant PHY 
Identical for all 
conformant PHY 
A eeflfemHmt PH¥ 
may set this via the 
y.,.m 

All conform ant PHY 
must include the 
value 000 (1 Mbps). 
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aSupportcd _ Rx_ Rntcs implementation Static All COli [0 1'111(1 lit PH Y 
depcndcnt must includc thc valucs 

000 (I Mbps) and 00 I 
(2 Mbps). 

aBSS_Basic_Rate_Set 000,001 Static Identical for all 
confomlanl PHY 

aStation_ Basic_Rate implementation Dynamic A conformant PHY 
dependent may set this via the 

LME 
aExtended _ Rate_Set implementation Static Rates not in the 

depcndent BSS_Basic_Ratc_Set 
which are supported by 
the PHY 

aFLCP _Rate 000,001 Static The PLCP rate must be 
a member of the 
BSS_Basic_Rate_Set, 
and if the data rate is 
also a member of the 
BSS_Basic_Rate_Set, 
then the PLCP _Rate is 
the same. 

aFreferred _ Tx_ Rate implementation Dynamic A confonnant PHY 
dependent may set this via the 

LME. 
aFreferred_Rx_Rate implementation Dynamic A confonnant PHY 

dependent may set this via the 
LME. 
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12.5. PHY Parameters 

This section does not provide the definition of the MIB objects, but only provides the Infrared PHY -
specific values for the MIB Objects whose definitions and ASN.l are in Section 9 of this Standard. 

Parameter Value Comments 

aCCA_Rise_Time 5 ~sec maximum confonnant PHY may 
implement a faster CCA 
mechanism, but must present 5 
~sec in their MIB for 
interoperability 

aCCA]all_Time 1 ~sec maximum confonnant PHY may 
implement a faster CCA 
mechanism, but must present 1 
~ec in their MIB for 
interoperability 

aRx ]ropogation _Delay 1. 5 ~sec maximum conformant PHY may 
implement a faster receive 
processing mechanism, but must 
present 1. 5 ~ec in their MIB 
for interoperability 

aTx ]ropogation _Delay 3.5 ~ec maximum conformant PHY may 
implement a faster transmit 
processing mechanism, but must 
present 3.5 ~sec in their MIB 
for interoperability 
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